Contact: Mark Turner
Call +27 78 075 0720
Email: info@OxwagonLodge.co.za
Local Fax: 086-6105113
INT Fax: +27-86-6105113
Directions
Oxwagon Lodge is located on one of the main Johannesburg - Hartbeespoort roads,
which is called the route R511.
If you drive north from Fourways (Johannesburg), stay on the R511 all the way.
Remember to look out for the left-turn which the R511 takes a few kms after
Diepsloot/Dainfern. Continue on the R511 for about 20 kms. Just as Hartbeespoort
Dam comes into view at the top of Saartjiesnek, proceed down the hill for 0.5 km and
look for our entrance, on the right hand side. Turn in here and take the sand road back
to the top of the hill.

If you're coming from Randburg along the R512, proceed to the Broederstroom Farm
Stall T-junction and then turn right. Drive about 9 kms to the R511 (passing Pelindaba
on your right) and see the signs for Hartbeespoort. Turn left onto the R511 and proceed
up the hill until the Dam comes into view. As above, proceed down the hill for 0.5 kms

and look for our entrance on the right hand side. Turn in here and take the sand road
back to the top.
From the centre of Pretoria, take the "original" N4 heading west and come off
at the second Pelindaba exit. We are then about 2 kms along the R511 towards
Hartbeespoort, just follow the signs.
If travelling from Pretoria's northern suburbs, take the "other N4" heading west (very
confusing!) towards Rustenberg and come off at the Brits exit. Turn left (south) away
from Brits and follow the signs to Hartbeespoort. This road is the R511. Watch out for
the right turn just at the bottom of the long hill called Silkaatsnek. Proceed to the 4-way
stop and turn left at the Total garage We are then about 5 kms further south on the
R511. Look for our entrance on the left hand side.
If travelling from Oliver Tambo (ORTIA), take the R21 from the airport to Pretoria. In
Pretoria, the R21 becomes Nelson Mandela Drive. Stay on it for a few kilometres until
you see the sign to the left for Rustenberg or Hartbeespoort, and you will turn left onto
Pruess St. Follow this straight through town until you see the sign for Rustenberg or
Hartbeespoort to the right. Turn right, go one block and turn left onto Vom Hagen.
Then follow the same direction as from centre of Pretoria.. Or, in more detail, do the
following. Proceed along Vom Hagen until it becomes the "original" N4 Tollway. Stay
on the N4 for 23 kilometres, until you reach the end of the highway. There are 2
tollgates. Immediately after the second tollgate, called the Pelindaba Plaza, the
highway ends and at the top of the ramp you turn right. See the signs for Brits,
Rustenberg or Hartbeespoort. You proceed 1 km until you reach the 4-way stop
intersection with the R511. (In front of you will be a Sasol Garage, but turn left onto the
R511.) Go up the hill, which is called Saartjiesnek, and at the top you will see
Hartbeespoort Dam. Oxwagon Lodge is just down the other side, see our clearlymarked entrance on the right hard side.
If travelling from Krugersdorp/Maropeng, take the R563 (Hartbeeshoek road)
eastwards towards Hartbeespoort Dam. At the T-junction turn right onto the R512,
come around the Dam (anti-ckockwise) via Broederstroom, continue straight and pass
Pelindaba on your RHS. When you reach the R511, turn left towards Hartbeespoort.
We are 2 kms further - up the hill, which is called Saartiesnek, at the top you see
Hartbeespoort Dam, and then you proceed down for 0.5 km and look for our entrance
on the right hand side.
GPS Coordinates:
(Latitude and longitude, in 3 formats)
Degrees and minutes and decimal minutes: S 25 deg. 45.526' E 27 deg. 55.555'
Degrees, minutes and seconds and decimal seconds: 25 deg. 45′31.0″S, 27 deg.
55′33.5″E
Degrees and decimal degrees: -25.7586 deg, 27.926 deg
We look forward to your visit and wish you a pleasant stay.

